DRAWING NOW PARIS I LE SALON DU DESSIN CONTEMPORAIN
EDITION 9 / FROM TUESDAY, MARCH 24TH TO SUNDAY, MARCH 29TH, 2015
LE CARREAU DU TEMPLE

THE 9 TH EDITION DRAWING NOW PARIS KEPT ITS PROMISES!

DRAWING NOW PARIS I THE CONTEMPORARY DRAWING ART FAIR ended Sunday night on a
very positive note: collectors attended all week, galleries expressed satisfaction, and the high
quality of the works presented were commended by all.
As of the opening night there was a high number of sales. This positive rhythm of transactions continued
until the end of the art fair.
This 9th edition assembled 73 international galleries from 15 countries, with a total of 400 artists,
exhibited at Carreau du Temple. This year’s edition consisted of 48% foreign galleries and a total of 22
galleries participating in the EMERGENCE section.
The 9th edition of DRAWING NOW PARIS reached its objectives thanks to its inquisitive visitors, both
French and International, who took part in creating a pleasant atmosphere.

STEADY ATTENDANCE AND BETTER QUALITY
More than the number of visitors, unchanged from last year, exhibitors emphasize the visitors’ high
quality.
At the art fair’s opening, galleries were able to meet and interact with directors of drawing collections
from around the world: MoMA, the Drawing Center New York, Kunsthalle Hamburg, Karlsruhe Museum,
the Geneva Museum of Art and History, Vienna’s Albertina Museum, Houston’s Museum of Fine Arts,
Kunstmuseum Basel, the Drawing Room in London, the Maison Rouge - Fondation Antoine de Galbert,
the Centre Pompidou, the Mac Val ...

A DYNAMIC BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT HAILED BY ALL GALLERIES
Collectors actively participated in DRAWING NOW PARIS.
This year, 2015, most exhibitors experienced their best fair since joining, including: Patrick Heide
Contemporary Art from London, Martin Kudlek from Cologne, Römerapotheke Gallery from Zurich,
Gallery C from Neuchâtel, among others.
Gallery GP & N Vallois, who participated for the first time, sold all drawings by Peter Seinturier, with
prices reaching up to 4,800 euros.
The galleries of the EMERGENCE section, on the lower level, such as galerie Sator (Paris), Galerie de
Roussan (Paris), Galerie melanieRio (Nantes and Paris), Iragui Gallery (Moscow), et al., benefited from
the stream of visitors, and accomplished very good sales.
The prices of the artworks varied from 2,000 to 5,000 euros, and for a number of transactions total
revenue exceeded 15,000 euros.
Galerie Bernard Ceysson (Paris, Saint-Etienne, Genève, Luxembourg) exceeded their objectives reaching
on-site revenues of 170,000 euros.
If drawing is an affordable medium with which to begin a collection, it also allows collectors to complete
their collections, since acquiring more historical works becomes feasible.
This medium allows galleries to establish successful relationships with new collectors.

EXHIBITORS SAY:
« It’s nice to see an art fair as specialized as Drawing Now garnering much attention from the general public,
from media, galleries, as well as, and this is essential, from collectors, whether new or experienced (…)
It is reassuring to see that quality is not necessarily a tribute to size, and that in this age of mega exhibitions,
plentiful art fairs, and other «huge» events, there is also a real desire for authentic closeness (…)
Drawing Now, I believe, lives up to expectations in terms of encounters, discoveries, and conversations ... In
addition to its scale, Drawing Now’s success is probably also specific to the media of drawing and its place in
the practice of artists, although modest and rarely spectacular (not much is needed for drawing), it reveals a
lot and leaves little room for pretense (…). »
Laurent Godin, Galerie Laurent Godin
« A very nice edition with a warm welcome. Many exciting interactions. What a week! »
Marine Veilleux, Galerie Marine Veilleux
« Beautiful energy, and many interactions. The audience and their curiosity make a quality fair where free
gesture drawing and creative singularity are the focus of everyone’s attention. »
Vincent Sator, galerie Sator
« An excellent edition, very well attended, I think the fair has moved up. We had very good feedback. We look
forward to returning to celebrate the 10th year of this essential, very well-organized, and lovely fair. »
Eva Hober, Galerie Eva Hober

« The 2015 edition was a success for the galleries selected, supported by knowledgeable audiences and real
enthusiasts of good draughtsmanship by both young and more historical artists. There’s a real « DRAWING
NOW » energy and spirit. »
Emilie Ovaere-Corthay, Galerie Jean Fournier
« A very good edition for the gallery with good revenue and new collectors. The resonance of Cathryn Boch’s
2014 award was still very strong this year. »
Marion Papillon, Galerie Claudine Papillon

JOURNALISTS SAY (ARTICLE EXCERPTS):
« Drawing Now, the Contemporary Drawing Art Fair, is becoming one of the most interesting events in
the Parisian market, that facilitates discoveries. »
Philippe Dagen, Le Monde, 27 March 2015
« Perfect light, an enjoyable stroll, and a focused approach. Perfect equilibrium. (…) Since moving to
Paris’s Carreau du Temple, Drawing Now attracts solid attention. Every year, this contemporary drawing
art fair continues to grow. »
Emmanuelle Lequeux, The Daily of Art, March 25, 2015
«...Drawing Now is well-sized (73 galleries of which 48% are foreign) where one wanders through a joyful
mix of familiar names (...) and new discoveries... There are many, such as Pierre Seinturier, whose one
man show at Georges-Philippe Vallois sold out in an hour... »
Valerie Sasportas, Le Figaro, March 26, 2015

Abdelkader Benchamma, Representation of Island/Universe, 2013
Ink on paper, 87 x 68 cm © FL GALLERY

ABDELKADER BENCHAMMA, THE DRAWING NOW AWARD 2015 WINNER,
WAS PRESENTED AS A FOCUS BY FL GALLERY
Abdelkader Benchamma
Born in Mazamet in 1975
Having graduated in 2003, from ENSBA (Paris’s School of Fine Arts),
Benchamma sent in his drawing portfolio «The Last Shall Be Last » to
Agnès b in 2005, and was selected to participate in the exhibition ‘Draw!’
at galerie du jour agnès b.
Repeatedly seen as an emerging talent in the contemporary drawing art
scene, he has participated in both solo and group exhibitions in France and
abroad. In 2011, he participated in the exhibition ‘The Future of Promise’
during the 54th Venice Biennale.
He has been invited by the New York Drawing Center to inaugurate their
new project, ‘The Wall Drawing Commission,’ focused on mural drawings,
in April 2015.
The artist was chosen by the members of the fair’s selection committee directed by Philippe Piguet:
Colette Barbier, director of the Fondation d’entreprise Ricard,
Aude Cartier, contemporary art center director of La Maison des arts de Malakoff,
Elsy Lahner, curator of contemporary art at the Albertina Museum in Vienna,
Marc Donnadieu, curator in charge of contemporary art at LaM (Lille Métropole Museum of Modern Art,
contemporary art and art brut),
Sébastien Peyret, collector,
Andreas Schalhorn, curator of modern and contemporary art at the Museum of Graphic Arts, Berlin.

Alongside them are Jean Papahn, president of Soferim and Brett Littman, Executive Director of the
Drawing Center New York.
This award helps support an artist and
recognizes their gallery’s work, with an
endowment of € 5,000 from the Fund for
Contemporary Drawing supported by
SOFERIM.
The Endowment Fund organizes a
contemporary drawing exhibition for the
winner on the occasion of the next edition
of DRAWING NOW PARIS.
FABER-CASTELL, associated with the
DRAWING NOW award since its inception,
gives the winner their limited edition ‘250
years FABER-CASTELL’ box set.
The Endowment Fund for Contemporary Drawing was created to support artists at the beginning of their
careers and, foremost, winners of the DRAWING NOW Award.
This independent fund, conceived by Christine Phal - Founding President of DRAWING NOW PARIS I THE
CONTEMPORARY DRAWING FAIR - assembles private donors and corporate sponsors within a single
body.

AN EVENTFUL WEEK FOR CONTEMPORARY DRAWING
The exhibition ‘Socio-politically Committed Draughtsmanship’, curated by Philippe Piguet, drew
together all visitors, with works borrowed from both private and public collections, mixing an array
of draughtsmanship from various generations and backgrounds, diverse both in terms of history and
subject matter.
The DRAWING TALKS gathered a large and attentive audience on a daily basis with different themes:
•
•
•
•

The limits of contemporary drawing
Supporting a collection of drawings
Drawing in Art Brut (Outsider Art)
The Art of Committed Draughtsmanship

Artist interviews conducted by Philippe Piguet allowed
visitors to better appreciate work by:
Ernest Pignon-Ernest,
Lucy & Jorge Orta,
Alain Declercq,
Nazanin Pouyandeh,
and understand the concept of involved commitment in art
through these artists.
DRAWING IN PROGRESS enabled the live participation of artists, such as Christian Lhopital (picture
above); they gathered curious spectators, delighted to be at the heart of the on-going process of a drawing.
Finally, the video program projected daily, co-produced with the support of Brett Littman, Executive
Director of the Drawing Center New York, enabled to discover another facet of contemporary drawing.

THE DRAWING NOW PARIS I CONTEMPORARY DESIGN FAIR
THANKS ITS INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS:
Le Parcours
BnF - Bibliothèque nationale de France
La Cinémathèque Française
Espace Louis Vuitton Paris
Fondation Cartier pour l’art contemporain
Fondation d’entreprise Ricard
Fondation Pierre Bergé - Yves Saint Laurent
Frac Haute-Normandie
Goethe-Institut
Halle Saint Pierre
Institut Finlandais
la maison rouge fondation antoine de galbert
LaM - Lille Métropole Musée d’art moderne, d’art contemporain et d’art brut
Musée de la Chasse et de la Nature
Musée des Arts et Métiers
Musée du Quai Branly
Centre Pompidou
Ensapc Ygrec
A Paris Pendant DRAWING NOW
centre culturel suisse
Galerie des galeries
Frac Ile-de-France / le Plateau Paris
Musée du Louvre

THE DRAWING NOW PARIS I CONTEMPORARY DESIGN FAIR
THANKS ITS PARTNERS:
Premium partner: SOFERIM
Partners: LE BHV MARAIS, Christie’s Paris, Cool Hunt Paris, Drawing Center New York, FABER-CASTELL,
Inapa, ISKILDE, Microsoft, Banque Neuflize OBC, Nomination, Raja, SAGUEZ & PARTNERS, SILENCIO,
SISSO.
Medias partners: AMA, (art absolument), artpress, Artaïssime, Arte actions culturelles, Connaissance
des Arts, Elephant, esse, le Journal des Arts, Kunst Bulletin, L’Œil, Ouvre tes yeux, Le Quotidien de l’Art,
Radio Nova, Roven, The Drawer, TCQVAR.

SAVE THE DATE FOR THE 10TH EDITION
FROM WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30TH TO SUNDAY, APRIL 3RD, 2016!

